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1. INTRODUCTION 
I f  S is a 2-Sylow subgroup of a group G, an element of order 2 in the 
center of S is called a central involution. The purpose of this paper is to 
characterize E,l(2’“), the Steinberg groups of type Es1 over a finite field of 
characteristic 2, when n > 1. This characterization will be in terms of the 
centralizer of a central involution. 
Let q :- 2”, n > 1, and let E : E,l(q”). Let S be a 2-Sylow subgroup of 
E, ,a an element of order 2 in Z(S), and let C, =: C,(a). The characterization 
is given in: 
THEOREM. I f  G is any finite group which contains a subgroup C such that 
C N C, for some q := 2”, n > I, and C = C,(z) for any element x of 
order 2 in the center of C, then one of the following holds: 
(1) C(1Gand~G:Cjdizidesq-I. 
(2) G N E,l(q2). 
We believe a similar result is true if II = I, with conclusion (1) replaced 
by: (1)’ G contains a normal complement to C of odd order. We shal1 in 
fact prove (1)’ in Section 5, since the proof of (1)’ is similar to the proof of (1). 
Our proof of (2) depends on the fact that q Z- 2. 
The proof of this theorem is similar to the proofs which Thomas used in 
characterizing the groups G,(2”) and F,(2’“) in [12, 131. The notation of this 
paper is much the same as that of [ 121. 
Z(G) denotes the center of G. Let Z,(G) = - Z(G) and let Z,(G) denote the 
subgroup of G such that Zi(G)jZfm,(G) mz Z(G/Zi,_,(G)), for all i > 1. 
(&(G) is the ith center of G.) 
* Author’s Ph.D. thesis at the University of Washington, Seattle. Prepared under the 
direction of Gomer Thomas. 
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O,(G) denotes the maximal normal 2-subgroup of G, O(G) denotes the 
maximal normal subgroup of G of odd order, and 02(G) denotes the minimal 
normal subgroup of G of 2-power index. 
G# denotes the set of nonidentity elements of G. 
An involution of G is an element of order 2. 
G is called 2-closed if it has a normal 2-Sylow subgroup. 
G is a (TI)-group if it has even order and the intersection of any two 
distinct 2-Sylow subgroups is trivial. 
2. STRUCTURE OF E,l(q2) 
In this section we describe the structure of the group EG1(qz) and list some 
of its properties. Our description is in terms of the presentation given by 
Steinberg in [9]. Steinberg describes this group as the subgroup of E&q*) 
which is invariant under a certain automorphism. A discussion of the groups 
E,(q) and E,l(q2) may be found in [l]. A specific description of the structure 
of E,(q) may be found in [2]. 
(2.1) Let 17 = (yr , r2 ,..., ra6) be the set of positive roots of Es(q2) 
(in the notation of [2]). As Steinberg shows in [9], if we define a permutation 
CJ of order 2 on {r 1 7 r2 3 f-3 , y4 , r5 Y r > by 44 = 7.5 > 6 U(Y2) :-- Y4 ) U(Y.J = Y3 ) 
and U(YJ = rs , then u is in fact a permutation of 17 and determines a partition 
of 17 into sets of the forms {r, U(Y)} and { Y I Y = u(r)}. The sets of this partition 
II1 of 17 are 
(2.2) Let &r = (3, 4, 7, 9, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 22, 23, 241, so that the 
sets x , i~s4, are of Steinberg’s type (l), and let d2 = (1, 2, 5, 6, 8, lo, 11, 
12, 15, 18, 20, 21}, so that the sets Yi , i E d2 are of Steinberg’s type (2). Let 
d = dl u d2 ) d = {I, 2 ,...) 24). I f  i E &r , Yi = {Y), let Zi = {-r), and 
if i E L&2 , Yi = (r, u(r)}, let CF_i = (--Y, -u(r)}. Let 
&d = (1, 2,..., 24, -1, -2 ,..., -24). 
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(2.3) The Weyl group YY of E,l($) is of type Fa . (4 description of it 
may be found in [6].) It is generated by involutions w1 , w:! > w3, w4 9 where 
If w E ,Y#‘, the action of w on the sets Z$ is given by w ‘Y+J == :YUci) , where 
w(i) E i .d. The w(i) are given in Table I, for w = w1 , W? , % 1 w4 . 
(2.4) Let f‘ be a finite field with 42 elements, where y  21’. Let (T be 
the automorphism of r given by u(a) ~: CP for all a E IY Let f,  be the subfield 
1’ABLE I 
i WI(;) W”(Y) 4i) 49 
1 -I 5 1 1 
2 5 -2 6 2 
3 3 9 -3 7 
4 4 4 7 .~ 4 
5 2 I 8 5 
6 8 6 2 10 
7 7 13 4 3 
8 6 II 5 12 
9 14 3 9 13 
10 12 10 10 6 
II 11 8 II 15 
12 IO I.5 I' 8 
13 17 7 16 9 
14 9 14 14 17 
15 15 12 18 II 
16 19 16 13 16 
17 13 17 19 14 
IX 18 20 15 18 
19 I6 22 17 19 
20 21 18 20 20 
21 20 21 21 21 
22 22 19 23 22 
23 23 23 22 24 
24 24 24 24 23 
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of I’ of order 4 consisting of the elements 01 for which u(a) = a. Denote 
u(a) by 6. We will use P, r,+ t o denote the multiplicative group of nonzero 
elements of r, r, . 
(2.5) Let x?(a) denote the involutions of a 2-Sylow subgroup of E,(q2) 
(as described in [l]), Y E U, 01 E I’. For i E dZ, and Yi = {Y, u(r)}, define 
For i E ~4 and Y-‘i = (Y>, define 
si = {+)I xi(a) = +), a E r,j. 
(2.6) The group S =m: (Si , ’ i E &) is a 2-Sylow subgroup of E,l($). 
It has order q36. Every element x of S has a unique expression as 
x = 17$ci(~J, where 01~ E r,, for i E &r, 01~ E r for i E c&. Each of the 
Si , i E 22, is elementary abelian. If  i E C&r , Si has order 4, and if i E J& , Si 
has order $. We will let S i = (~Qm)i ~(a) = X-~(U), 01 E r,} for in 24 , 
and similarly 
(2.7) Multiplication in Sj is given by xi(a) xi(P) -~ .~~(a + /3). (In 
using the symbol xi(a), we will always mean a: E r, for i E &i and a: E r for 
i E J& .) The product of any two elements of S may be computed using the 
commutators [xi(a), x#)], i, j E .&. There are six types of nontrivial com- 
mutators in S. All of the nontrivial commutators are given in Table II. S has 
exponent 16. 
Note. These commutators have the useful computational property: 
If [~i~(d xj,U%)l = ~t~kd Go, 4 < 4 T and [~i,(4, xj,(Pdl = 
,7Z(y2) xn,(Se), k, < h, , (where perhaps 6, , 6, = 0), then il < i2 and 
I1 S j, implies k, < k, . 
(2.8) Let X be the group of all characters from a free abelian group 
on Yl , y2 , 7-3 7 r4 > y5 , Ye to the multiplicative group of I’. Let xr,a denote the 
elements of X (as described in [I]), r E X, 01 E P. For each i E &i , 01 E r,*, 
let xi,a == x?,~ where Yi = {Y}. For each i E &a , 01 E P, let xi,o: = x~,~xJ~.),~ 
where Yi = {r, O(Y)}. Let X1 be the subgroup of X generated by the {xi,J. 
(In using the symbol xi,a , we mean o~~r~if if iE&r and olEr# if icd2.) 
Every element x of X1 can be written uniquely as a product ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
and satisfies x(r) r= x(~(r)) for all Y E IT. 
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TABLE II” 
I 
2 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
(2; 5)a, (6; S)a, (9; 11, 14)e, (10; 12)a, (11; 14)d, (13; 15, 17)e, 
(15; 17)d, (16; 18, 19)e, (18; 19)d, (20; 21)b 
(3; 6, 9)e, (6; 9)n, (7; 10, 13)q (8; 1 l)b, (10; 13)d, (12; 15)B, 
(18; 20)a, (19; 21, 22)e, (21; 22)d 
(4; 7)% (5; 8, 14X (13; 16)a, (15; 18, 24)f, (17; 19)a, (22; 23)~ 
(6; IO, 16)f, (8; 12, 19)f, (9; 13)a, (II; 15, 22)f, (14; 17)a, (23; 24)~ 
(6; 1 lb-, (7; 12, 17)q (8; 14)d, (IO; 15)c, (12; 17)d, (16; 20, 22)e, 
(I 8; 21)c, (20; 22)d 
(10; 16)d, (12; 18)b, (15; 20)q (17; 21, 23)e, (21; 23)d 
(9; 16)u, (1 I; 18, 23)f, (14; 19)a, (22; 24)~ 
(IO; 18)c, (12; 19)d, (13; 20, 23)e, (15; 21)c, (20; 23)d 
(12; 20, 24)f, (17; 22)q (19; 23)~ 
(11; 20)a, (14; 21, 24)e, (21; 24)~1 
(12; 21)h, (15; 22)d, (18; 23)d 
(20; 24)d 
(14; 22)q (19; 24)~ 
(16; 23)~ 
(18; 24)d 
(17; 24)a 
u This table gives the nontrivial commutators in S. For i in the left-hand column, 
an entry in row i of: means [x,(n), s&3)] -= 
(j; k)a 
(j; k)h 
ti; k)c 
tj; k)(i 
tj; k, h)e 
(j; k, t1l.f 
(2.9) For eachj E .r/, with CU; 
we have 
xi,hl -= Xr&), 
= xr,& Xdd,~i(“)~ 
Table III gives the values ~~,~(j) for i = I, 2, 3, 4. 
(2.10) Let /3 E P be an element of order 3, so that p-l = p2. If  3 
divides q + 1, then 1 = ,@+I = /Sp = p/3, so p-1 = B. As Table III shows, 
xl,B -= x2.e if and only if pz = /Z-l : 6. 
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TABLE III 
j x1.&j) xdi) xdj) xdj) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
I 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
(2.11) The normalizer of S in Eel($) can be written as SH, where 
there is an isomorphism # between X1 and H. I f  h E H and lCrh denotes the 
corresponding element of X1, then h-ix,(a) h = xi(&(i)ol) for all i E ~1, 
(LX e r* or TO+). 
(2.12) For each xisa E Xi, let h&3) be the element of H corresponding 
to x~,~. Let Hi = {h&T)I /I E I’,#} f  or i E &i, and Hi = {hi( j3 E P} for 
i E &A . Then H = (Hi j i E &). Multiplication in Hi is given by hi(~) hi(P) = 
hj(cq5’). Hi is cyclic of order p - 1 if i~&r and cyclic of order 42 ~- 1 
if iE .cAa . 
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(2.13) If  3 does not divide y  mim I, then H H1HzH3HJ and has order 
(y’- l)‘(q- 1)“. I f  3 divides q+ 1, then ; H,nI%,I 3, (see (2.10)), 
so II ~- H~HJIJI, and has order (l/3)($ - I)‘(4 - 1)“. 
(2.14) For each i E “c/, there is a homomorphism +i of Sl,,(q) into E,l 
such that 
(See [9].) Define ZC~ : +$ ,$, and let IV be the subgroup of 1:’ generated b>- 
the ZU~, it: .d. As Steinberg shows is [9], IV is isomorphic to W, the Weyl 
group described in (2.3). Pi’ is generated by w, , wz , zcn , ‘zc,~ , which 
correspond to W, , w. , qj > w4 I f  w E YY, let ZL~ be the corresponding element 
of IV and define w(i) by z!(i) w(i) for i E JS!. Let zu( -i) -~-w(i). For i E .T/, 
j = 1, 2, 3, 4 and j + i, zu-w.w 3 z 3 w’,,. ,ci) Notice that ZC+C~EC~ =~ SPi and 
x,( 1) is the unique element x of Sj such ihat (zoix)3 =: I. 
(2.15) IT’ normalizes H. The action of 1T’ on H is given b!- 1~’ ‘IIZC h’ 
where h’ is the clement of 11 such that &f(i) ==- ~/~~(zu(i)) for all i c &. For 
i, j t {I, 2, 3, 4:) the elements h’ w,t7,7ci are given in Table I\-. 
(2.16) If  zc E El’, xi(a) E Si , then ZL.+Y,(U) w =- ~~r(~)(oi,), where 01(, ?I 
or a0 .~= G. For iE{l, 2, 3, 4), jt.ti, wixj(ol) wi =~- x,.o)(ol), unless (j, ;) E 
((6,2), (10,2), (11, I>, (15, 11, (21,2X (th e entries in Table I denoted by I‘), 
in which case WRY, ZU~ =: xj(G). 
(2.17) Let E : : Es’(@) and let B SH -~~ N,(S). It is well known 
(see [l]) that E =: BWB. The double cosets BwB are distinct for distinct 
w t I&’ and E =:= &,E,C BwB. For u, E W, let Sil 7 &, S, , vvhcre 1 ~~: 
{i E .d 1 w(i) -< 0). Then every element of E can be written uniquely as a 
product s?zws”, where s c S, lz t H, w F IV, and s“ E S,: . 
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(2.18) Using the homomorphism $L of (2.14), it is easy to see that, for 
every i E .d, .~-~(a) = .xi(ol-‘) h,(a-‘) ZU~~~(‘Y+). Hence 
S-i = wiSiwi C (11 v  SiHiw<Si C S,Hi U SiHiWLSi * 
3. %NKTURE OF c, 
In this section we describe the group C, defined in the Introduction, and 
the conjugacy classes of involutions in E. 
(3.1) It is easy to see from Table II that Z(S) = S,, . We will use 
both Ss4 and Z to denote Z(S). 
(3.2) If  z E Z, Table III shows that C,(z) = (HI , Hz , H1). We will 
let K = C,(z). Notice that R is transitive on each Si*, i E ,d - (24). 
(3.3) If  z E Z, Table I shows that C,(z) = (wr , wg , ~a~). We will 
let W’ ==: C,(z). 
(3.4) If  z is any element of Z, C,(z) := (S, K, IV). We use C,, to 
denote CE(z). Notice that Z = Z(C,). 
(3.5) Let D = &, Si where I = {4, 7, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 
19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24). j D 1 = q”l. D is the maximal normal 2-subgroup 
of C, . C,/D N A,l(q2), the Steinberg group of type A, over a field of order q2. 
(A,l(q’) N PSU,(q2)). C, splits over D. Notice that O(C) = {l} since 
C,!O,(C,) is simple. 
(3.6) Let &W = nif4 Si . Z(M) = S,,S,, . we will let Y = Z(M). 
M is the unique subgroup of S or order q35 with center of order q’, so M is 
characteristic in any 2-Sylow subgroup of E which contains it. M is the 
largest normal subgroup of S normalized by wq . 
(3.7) The (q - 1)3 + 8 d’ t is inct conjugacv classes of involutions in 
C, may be represented by: 
X8(1) x,(l) 
x11(1) 
G( 1) ‘%I( 1) 
x11(1) x24(4 a E r,+ 
x14( 1) %I( 1) 
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-Q(1) 
d 1) %(4 a: E r,+. 
4 1) Gd 1) 
%1(l) 
%::( 1) 
.2’24(4 01 E r(,f 
For each involution u in this list, C,(U) is a 2-Sylow subgroup of C,(U). 
(3.8) For i E xAL, define a subgroup Ti of Si by Tj = {xi(a): a: E r,,}. 
For each involution u listed in (3.7), there is a partition L, , L2 , L, of .rZ such 
that C,(u) can be written 
C,(u) = fi uj where Uj = Ti 
1 I 
sj for iEL, 
for iELo 
,’ for icL, 
T.i\BLl< V 
IL T 11 L I,:: 
:3, 6, 8, 9, 11, 14, 16, 
18, 21, 22, 23, 24) 
:2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 13, 
14, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 
22, 23, 24) 
13, 5, 6, 8, 11, 14, 16, 
17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24: 
{2, 3, 6, 9, 11, 14, 15, 17. 
18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24: 
{I, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 
12,14, 15, 17,18, 19, 
20, 21, 22, 23, 24) 
13, 4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 14, 
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 
21, 22, 23, 24) 
; I, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18. 
19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24) 
.@I - {4) 
.d 
{5,20) il, 2,4, 7, 10, 
12, 13, 15, 17, 19) 
fl, 15, 18: {4, 7, 10, 12) 
:l, 15, 18} {2,4,7, 9, 10, 12, 13: 
:5, 8, 12) {l, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16) 
14, 7, 10, 13, 16) 
15, 8, 121 r1, 2,9, 13) 
:2, 6, 10: 
141 
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TABLE VI 
The sets& , L, , L, are listed in Table V. Table VI gives 1 Cs(u)l, Z(C,(u)) and 
I Z(G(4)l. 
(3.9) There are exactly three distinct conjugacy classes of involutions 
in E, which may be represented by: 
XISU) x20(l) 
X2lU) 
x24( 1) 
For each involution y  listed here, C,(y) is a 2-Sylow subgroup of C,(y). 
(3.10) Let y1 = x,,(l) x,,(l). C,(yi) is generated by C,(yJ, H4, and wq . 
02(CE(Y,N = Ill” ui 9 where lJi = Si for i ELM - {4}, Ui = Ti for 
i EL, , and Vi = 1 for i EL, U (4). (See (3.8) and Table V.) 
(3.11) Let y2 = x,,(l). CE(yz) is generated by Cs(y2), Rz , Hz , Ha , 
wz, w3, and wq, where R2 = {A,( a: )I a E PO+}. O,(C,( y2)) = niPJ Sj where 
J = {I, 5, 8, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24}, and 
the Chevalley group of type C, over a field of order q. (C,(q) h-’ PA&(q).) 
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4. PRELIMINARY L~IMAS 
We begin with three lemmas for which proofs may bc found in [12]. 
(4.1) Let u and c be two involutions in a finite group G such that u is 
not conjugate in G to ‘~3. Then there is a third involution z(: in G such that: 
(9 2~‘ commutes with both u and ‘~1, and 
(ii) wu is conjugate in G to either u or 7’. 
(4.2) Let G be a finite (Y’1)-group with noncq-clic abclian 2-Sylow sub- 
groups of order Y. If  G is not 2-closed, then G contains a normal subgroup of 
odd index which is isomorphic to SL(2, Y). 
(4.3) Let G be the group SL(2, Y), w h ere Y = 2”’ ’ 2. Then G has the 
following properties: 
(i) There is a cyclic group of order I’ - 1 in G which normalizes 
exactly two 2-Sylow subgroups S, and S, of G. In fact, N,(S,) = S,R, 
-I,: S’,R, and N&S,) n NcT(S’,) = R. 
(ii) R acts regularly on S’,* and S’?“. 
(iii) There is an involution t in n’,(R) such that SI’ :=-m S, and t inverts 
ever\- element of R. 
-(iv) F or any choice of an involution t satisfying (iii), there is a unique 
involution s in S, with (ts)” =-m 1. 
(v) G is generated by R, S, , and f. In fact, G =: SIR u S,RtS, . 
(4.4) If  G is a (TI)-group which is not 2-closed, and S is a 2-Sylow 
subgroup of G, then N,(S) is transitive on the involutions of S. 
Proof. This follows from the fact that a (Ill)-group which is not 2-closed 
has only one conjugacy class of involutions (for which a proof may be found 
in [IO]). I f  u, z’ are involutions of S, there is g E G such that z’ = ug, so 
c) E S n Sg, so S = SQ and g t N,(S). 
(4.5) If  H is a group of odd order and A is an elementary abelian 2- 
group of automorphisms of H, \ A / 3 4, then H is generated by its sub- 
groups C,,(x) for x E A+. 
Proqf. This follows from the fact that it is true for groups H of (odd) 
prime order, (for which a proof may be found in [5, 5.3.161). Since it is true 
for every q-Sylow subgroup of N, for every odd prime q dividing / H ‘, it is 
true for H. 
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For the rest of this work, we will let G be a group satisfying the hypotheses 
of the theorem, that is, G is a finite group which contains a subgroup C ‘u C, , 
such that C = C,(x) for every involution .s E Z(C). We identify C with C, 
and S, Z, M, Y, D, K and W will each have the same meaning as before. 
(4.6) S is a 2-Sylow subgroup of G. 
Proof. Let P be a 2-Sylow subgroup of G containing S, x E Z(P) with 
x f  1. Then x centralizes S, so s E C, so x E S = P n C. ‘!&us 
x E Z(P) n s c Z(S), so Z(P) L Z(S). I f  z is an involution of Z(P) C Z(S), 
then PC C,(z) =: C, so P = S. 
(4.7) If  N = No(Z), then C 4 N, and N/C has no fixed points in 
Z#, so [N: C] divides q - 1. Thus S is a 2-Sylow subgroup of N, and every 
2-Sylow subgroup of N is contained in C. 
(4.8) If  u is an involution of S such that C,(U) is a 2-Sylow subgroup 
of C,(U), and if Z 4 No(C,(u)), then C,( u is a 2-Sylow subgroup of C,(U). ) 
Proof. Let T = C,(U). Since Z (I NG( T), No( 2’) C N,(Z), so a 2-Sylow 
subgroup of No(T) is contained in C (4.7). We know T is a 2-Sylow subgroup 
of C,(U) = C n C,(U). I f  T were not a 2-Sylow subgroup of C,(U), it would 
be a proper normal subgroup of a 2-subgroup P of C,(U), but then P L NG( T) 
would imply P C C. Thus T is a 2-Sylow subgroup of C,(U). 
(4.9) If  2 involutions of Y are conjugate in G, they are conjugate 
in N,(M). 
Proof. Let X, y  be involutions of Y = Z(M), g E G such that XD = ~9. 
Let P, Q be 2-Sylow subgroups of C,(y) containing MB, M respectively. 
There is h E C,(y) such that Ph = Q, and zcgh = yh = y. Then MQh _C Q. 
Since M is the unique subgroup of Q of order q35 with center of order q”, 
;13gi1 77. M, and gh E N,(M). 
(4.10) C is generated by its elements of odd order. 
Proof. We know (3.5) that C splits over D and that C/D is simple. Let 
R = niel Si be a complement in C to D, R simple. Then R is generated by 
its element of odd order, since they generate a normal subgroup of R. Now 
02(C) 4 C, and R C 02(C) (since R is a simple subgroup of 2-power index 
which is not normal), so every conjugate of R in C is in 02(C). 
Now, x3(1) E R, so for every 01 E r,, , [x3(1), x*(01)] = x,(01) E 02(C), so 
S, C 02(C), so also every conjugate in C of S, is in 02(C). The conjugates of 
S, in C are S, , S,, , S,, , S,, , S,, , S,, and S,, . Similarly q(l) E R and for 
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every 01 E r, [xi(l), xia(ol)] -= xr2(01) E O?(C) which implies S,, , S,, , S,, , 
Sr, , S,, and S,, are all in O?(C). Then [q(l), x,,(a)] = x&01) E 02(C) for 
everv 01 E r, , so S,, C O’(C). So in fact D C Oy(C). Then 
that is, C is generated by its elements of odd order. 
5. N~NSI~IPLE CASES 
The proof of the Theorem is handled in two cases, NG(i11) is 2-closed and 
N,(M) is not 2-closed. In this section we handle the case N,(M) is 2-closed. 
We include the case n : 1 since it presents no extra difficulties. 
Assume Nr;(M) is 2-closed. We shall prove: 
(I) q = 2 and G contains a normal complement to C of odd order, or 
(2) q > 2 and Z 4 G, which implies that C ~1 G and, as in (4.7) 
that iG:C’dividesq-I. 
We would first like to show that no involution of C which is not in Z is 
conjugate in G to an involution of 2. For this, it is clearly sufficient to show 
that none of the noncentral involutions listed in (3.7) is conjugate in G to an 
involution of Z. 
(5.1) lV&Tq = NG(S). 
Proof. IVe know n/I is characteristic in S, so M 4 NG(S), so 
N,(S) C iVG(M). Also, SC N,(M) imphes S 4 N,(M) since No(M) is 
2-closed, so N,(M) C NG(S). 
(5.2) If  u = xes(l), then u is not conjugate in G to an element of 2. 
In fact, no element of Y - 2 is conjugate in G to an element of Z. 
PYOL$. This is ciear from (4.9) and (5. I). 
(5.3) If  u = xar(l), u is not conjugate in G to an element of Z. 
Proof. Let P = C,(U). Then Z(P) = S,,T,, . It is easy to see that 
Z,(P) = S,,S,,T,, , and [Z,(P), P] = S,, = Z, so Z is characteristic in P. 
Thus by (4.8), P is a 2-Sylow subgroup of C,(u). Since / P / = q33 and 
I s I = 436, u is not conjugate in G to an element of Z. 
(5.4) If  u = xis( 1) xzO( 1), then u is not conjugate in G to an element of Z. 
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Proof. Let P = C,(U). Then 1 P 1 = qz7, Z(P) == S,,T,,S,, , and 
Z2(P) = Z(P) s,, . As above, [Z,(P), P] = Z is characteristic in P and the 
result follows from (4.8). 
(5.5) If  u = xla(l) or x,,(l) x~~(M), then u is not conjugate in G to an 
element of 2. 
Proof. Let P = C,(U). i P 1 = q30, Z(P) = S,,S,,S,, , and [Z,(P), P] := 
S,,S,,S,,S,, is characteristic in P. Thus [Z,(P), P] n Z(P) = S,,S,, is 
characteristic in P, so by (5.2) Z 4 N,(P) and the result follows from (4.8). 
(5.6) If  u = xi&l) a,,(l), then u is not conjugate in G to an 
element of Z. 
Proof. Let P = C,(U). lP, = qz5, Z(P) = S,,S,,T,,S,,, and [Z,(P), P] = 
S,,S,,S,, So [Z,(P), P] n Z(P) = S,,S,, is characteristic in P and the 
result follows as in (5.5). 
(5.7) If  u = x,,(l) or xrr(1) x&a), then u is not conjugate in G to an 
element of Z. 
Proof. Let P = C,(U). ~ P 1 = q”. As above, (5.5), we compute that 
[Z,(P), PI n =w) = &4&3 7 which is characteristic in P and the result 
follows. 
(5.8) If  u = xil( 1) x,,(l), then II is not conjugate in G to an involution 
of z. 
Proof. Let P = C,(U). 1 P / = qz3, Z(P) = S24S43S19T11 , and 
/ Z(P)1 = q4. Let Q = S,,S,,Su, , then Q C Z(P), j Q j = q3 and Z C Q. 
1 C,(Q)1 = q31 > j P I. No involution of Q - Z is conjugate to an element 
of Z, because every element of Q - Z is conjugate in C to an element of S,, , 
which is not conjugate to an element of Z, by (5.2). 
Suppose false, that is, suppose there is g E G, z E Z such that z = u”. 
Let T be a 2-Sylow subgroup of C,( u containing P, and notice that P = ) 
T n S, that is, P = C,(z). As Table VI shows, there is only one class of 
involutions of T in C,(Z(T)) with the property that its centralizer in T has 
order qz3. Since 1 Cr(z)I = qz3, there must be a subgroup Qr of T correspond- 
ing to Q, Q1 C Z(G-(4) = Z(P), I Q1 I = q3 and -WY C Q1 , I WQdl > I P I 
and no involution of Qr - Z(T) is conjugate in G to an element of Z(T). 
Since I C,(Q& > I P I, and C,(z) = P, we see that Qr n Z = {I}. 
Let R =QnQICQ-Z. I f  ~ER#, then r#Z(T), since Z(T) is con- 
jugate in G to Z(S) but r EQ - Z, hence not conjugate in G to an element 
of Z. Then also YU $ Z(T), so ru E Q1 - Z(T), so ru is not conjugate in G 
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to u. But from the structure of C, we can see that every element Y of Q has 
the property that YU is conjugate in C to u. This contradiction finishes the 
proof. 
(5.9) If  u x8( 1) x9(1), then u is not conjugate in G to an element 
of Z. 
Proof. Let P = C,(U). j P 1 = q’“, Z(P) ~: S,,S,,S,l’s , and ~ Z(P): qr. 
Let Q _: S,,S,,S, . Then as above, (5.8), Z C Q C Z(P), , Q i q3, 
1 C,(Q)1 > 1 P 1, and no involution of Q - Z is conjugate in G to an element 
of Z, this last because every element of Q - 2 is conjugate in C to an clement 
of s,,s,, , and (5.5) applies. The rest of the proof is exactly as above, since 
again we can see that every- element Y of Q has the property that YU is conjugate 
in C to u. 
So we have shown that no involution of C which is not in Z is conjugate 
in G to an involution of Z. 
(5.10) If  q = 2, G contains a normal complement to C of odd order. 
Proof. Since q = 2, Z has only one involution x, and N&Z) : C,(z) = C. 
Let N denote O(G), and let Z*(G) be th e subgroup of G such that Z*(G)/N 
Z(G/N). Then Z(G) C Z*(G). Clearly, if 1V = {I), then Z*(G) = Z(G). 
By [3, Theorem 41, x E Z*(G), so if z q! Z(G), then Z*(G) ;i Z(G) so N + {I). 
(If z E Z(G), then C = G.) 
Then NZ C Z*(G), and since G centralizes Z*(G) modulo N, N 4 G 
and also NZ 4 G. By the Frattini argument, G q = N,(Z)N, so G = CIV. 
That completes the nonsimple case when y  = 2. For the rest of this section, 
assume q > 2. Let F r= ZG, the normal closure of Z in G. 
(5.11) O(F) = {I}. 
Proof. Since F 4 G and O(F) is characteristic in F, O(F) Q G, so 
O(F) C O(G). Since q 2: 4, (4.5) implies O(G) is generated by its subgroups 
Co(&x) for x E Z*. This implies O(G) C C, hence O(G) C O(C). But 
O(C) = (l}, so O(F) = (1). 
We will use a result of Goldschmidt [4] to show that Z 4 G. If  Gr is a 
finite group, T a 2-Sylow subgroup of G, and A an abelian subgroup of T, 
Goldschmidt calls G, an S(A)-group if for all a E A, g E G, , @ E T implies 
us E A. If  we let Z be A, then since no involution of S - Z is conjugate in G 
to an involution of Z, we see that G is an S(A)-group. 
We will say that a finite simple group G, is of type I (following the definition 
of Goldschmidt in [4]) if it is isomorphic to one of L,(2”), n > 3; S~(2*~+l), 
n > 1; or UFr(2n), n > 2. We w’ll I say G, is of type II, if it is isomorphic to 
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L,(q) where 4 = 3, S(mod S), or it contains an involution t such that 
1 G, : C,O(t)] is odd and CGO(t) = (t) x Ka where K,, contains a normal 
subgroup E of odd index such that C,$E) = (1) and E -L,(q), q = 3, 5 
(mod 8). 
A finite group G is called quasi-simple if G = G’ (commutator subgroup 
of G) and G/Z(G) is simple. A quasi-simple group G is of type I or II if 
G/Z(G) is simple of type I or II as defined above. 
(5.12) If  O,(F) # {l>, then 2 u G. 
Proof. Since O(F) = {l}, F/O(F) = F, and since G is an S(A)-group, 
Goldschmidt’s theorem A implies that F is a central product of an abelian 
2-group and quasi-simple groups of type I or II, and that 2 = O,(F) Ql(T), 
where T is a 2-Sylow subgroup of F containing 2. (J2,( T) is the subgroup of 
T generated by the involutions of T.) Since Z is abelian, O,(F) is abelian. 
Since O,(F) 4 F and F is a central product, O,(F) C Z(F). I f  x E O,(F) C Z, 
then F = C,(z) C C, so in fact Z C Z(F). S’ mce every involution of C which 
is a conjugate of an element of Z is in Z, we see that Z = F, hence Z Q G. 
(5.13) If  O,(F) = {l}, F is simple of type I or II. 
Proof. As in (5.12), we know F is a central product of an abelian 2-group P 
and quasi-simple groups of type I or II. Since P is normal, P 2 O,(F), so 
P = (1). Since F is a central product, the center of any quasi-simple group is 
contained in Z(F). Since O(F) = (1) and O,(F) = {l}, we must have 
Z(F) = {I>. Thus, F is a central product of simple groups of type I or II. 
Let R be one of these simple groups. Since all the involutions of Z have 
the same centralizer, we must have Z C R or Z n R = {I}. In fact, for all 
g E G, since all the involutions of Zg have the same centralizer, Zg C R or 
Zg n R = {I}. Suppose Z C R. If  Zg n R = {l}, then Zg centralizes Z, so 
ZQCC,soZ~CZ.ThusZ~~Rforallg~G,thatis,F=R. 
(5.14) If  F is simple, it is not of type II. 
Proof. Let x E Z, and let F, = C,(z). Then Z C F,, , so F,, is a proper 
subgroup of F and contains a central elementary abelian 2-group Z of order 
at least 4. Let L be L,(q) for q - 3 or 5( mod 8). A theorem of Dickson (see 
[7, II, Sect. 81) lists the possible subgroups of L, none of which contains a 
central elementary abelian group of order at least 4. So F is not isomorphic 
to L. 
Let G, be a simple group of type II, which contains an involution 2 such 
that 1 G, : C,p(t)/ is odd and CGO(t) L= (t) x K, where K0 contains a normal 
subgroup E of odd index such that CKO(E) = 1 and E,, ‘v L. SupposeF t: G,, . 
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Since / G, : Coo(t)1 is odd, CGO(t) contains a 2-Sylow subgroup of G, , and 
since 1 K, : E 1 is odd, E contains a 2-Sylow subgroup of K,, . Let P,, be a 
2-Sylow subgroup of CGO(t) which contains a subgroup 2, N 2. Since 
E IV& Z, $ E, so we can assume t E Z,, . Since P, = (t) x (Pa n E), we 
can assume Z,, n E # (1). Let z E Z,, n E, x # 1. Since G, N F, C,O(z) = 
GO(t), and E C Go(t), so z E Z(E) = (1). This contradiction shows F & G. 
So F is not of type II. 
(5.15) If  F is simple, F is not of type I. 
Proof. Suppose F is simple of type I. Let I’ = C,(F), V 4 G. Z C F, 
so I’C C, so V 4 C. Now C/O,(C) tl A,‘($), which is simple of nonprime 
order. (See (3.5)). Let A = A,l($). I f  A . IS a composition factor of V, then I/ 
must have even index in C, so V = C, since C = 02(C), by (4.10). But if 
C = I’ = C,(F), then Z = F and F is not of type I. Thus A is not a com- 
position factor of V, so V is solvable. 
Now, it is well known (see, for instance, [lo]) that a simple group of type I 
is a TI-group. Thus there is only one 2-Sylow subgroup of C,(Z), so a 2- 
Sylow subgroup S,, of C,(Z) is normal in C,(Z). Then S, is solvable, and 
C,(Z)/&, is solvable (odd order), so C,(Z) is solvable. Thus I’ x C,(Z) = 
C,,(Z) is solvable. Since VF c~ G, C,,(Z) c~ C,(Z). 
Now C/C,,(Z) is clearly isomorphic to a subgroup of G/VF, and G/VF is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(F)/F. Aut(F)/F is solvable for each simple 
group of type I. (See [8]. Each group of type I is isomorphic to a group of 
Lie type.) So C/C,,(Z) is solvable, and C,,(Z) is solvable. But we know C 
is not solvable. This contradiction shows F cannot be of type I. 
(5.16) Z 4 G. 
Proof. As we saw in (5.12), since O(F) = {I} and G is an S(A)-group, 
[4] implies F is a central product of an abelian 2-group and quasi-simple 
groups Li where L,/Z(L,) is simple of type I or type II. From (5.14) and 
(5.15) we know F is not simple of type I or type II, so by (5.13), we must 
have O,(F) # (1). So by (5.12), 2 u G. 
6. STRUCTURE OF N,(M) 
For the remainder of the paper, we assume NG(M) is not 2-closed (and 
4 > 2). In this section we determine the structure of N,(M). 
(6.1) N,(M)/M is a U-group. 
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Proof. We know S is a 2-Sylow subgroup of N,(M). Suppose P is a 
2-Sylow subgroup of N,(M) and M is a proper subgroup of S n P. Then P 
contains some element x = I-I”,” xi(ai) with 014 # 0, (X E S n P - M), so P 
contains xJo~q). Since Z(P) C Z(M), this implies Z(P)C S,, = Z(S), so 
Z(P) = Z(S), so P Z C. Then P > MD = S, since D 4 C, so P := S. 
(6.2) N,(M) contains a normal subgroup L of odd index such that 
L/M ru SL(2,q). 
Proof. N,(M)/M is a TI-group with a noncyclic abelian 2-Sylow subgroup 
of order q, so it contains a subgroup E of odd index, L ci SL(2, q), by (4.2). 
(6.3) N,(M) contains a cyclic subgroup I of order q - 1 which acts 
regularly on (S/M)+. 
Proof. By a theorem of Schur and Zassenhaus, there is a complement J 
to S in NG(S), which can be chosen to contain K. Let I = J n L, I -3 J. 
I is a complement to S in L n NG(S) = NL(S), so that NLIIM(S/M) = IS/M, 
and by (4.3i), I N IM/M is cyclic of order q - 1, and acts regularly on 
(SIM)#- 
(6.4) J normalizes exactly one other 2-Sylow subgroup T of N,(M), 
and Z(T) = St3. 
Proof. As above, it follows from (4.3i) that I normalizes exactly one other 
2-Sylow subgroup T of N,(M). If  j E J, Tj is normalized by P = I, since 
I 4 J, so Tj = T, since J normalizes S. Z(T) C Z(M) and Z(T) n S,, = {I}, 
so Z(M) = S,, x Z(T). Since K _C J and J normalizes Z(T), Z(T) is a 
subgroup of Z(M) of order q, normalized by K, which intersects Sa, trivially. 
S,, is the only subgroup of Z(M) with those properties, so Z(T) = S,, . 
(6.5) There is an element u E N,(M) such that S” = T, J” == J, 
I” = I, us E M and u inverts every element of I. 
Proof. By (4.3iii), there is an involution ri E L = L/M which takes S to T 
and inverts every element of 1. I f  u is any coset representative of G, then 
SU = T and J” C N,(S) n N,(T) = JS n JT = JM, so one can pick u so 
that J” = J. Then I” = I, since I = L n J and u EL. Also u is an involution, 
so u2 E M. Since u normalizes I and G inverts 1, u inverts every element of I. 
(6.6) There is a unique element x&a) of S, such that (ux~(oL))~ E M, 
and we may assume or = 1. 
Proof. By (4.3iv) we may choose @E S/M which is the unique element of 
S such that (wQ3 = 1. S, is a set of coset representatives of M in S, so we 
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may choose zo == x4(01)M, and xq( OL is the unique element of S, such that ) 
(ux~(oL))~ E M. Since I is regular on (S/M)+, there is an i E I such that ~~(01)~ = 
~(1) and (uixq(l))a --= ((~~(a))~){ E M. Since I C NG(S), we may replace u 
by ui in (6.5), then xq( I) is the unique clement of S, such that (ux~( 1))3 E M. 
(6.7) / m-1 x K, hence Jis abelian of order (l/(3, Q + l))(q - 1)2(qL ~ 1)‘. 
Proof. Let k E I n K, then fz centralizes Sz4 , and u inverts k, so k cen- 
tralizes Z(M) mmmm S,, X S& , and in particular, k centralizes S& =- S,, . From 
Table III we see that C,(S,,) = C,(S,), so k centralizes S, . But k E I and I 
is regular on S/M, so I is regular on S, , so k = 1. Hence I n K :=: { 1). Now 
J n C : K, so K 4 J, and J/K is isomorphic to a subgroup of A:,(Z)/C, 
so/J:K/dividesg-l,soJ=-KxI.Since 
1 K 1 = (l/(3, 4 -f- l))(q - I)($ - l)‘, : J i y= (l/(3,4 + l))(q - I)“($ - 1)“. 
Since K and I are both abelian and normal in /, J is abelian. 
(6.8) I is regular on Z*. 
Proof. JnC-=K, so InC={lt. Then 111 -I%*/ =-q-l, so 
I is transitive on Z3. 
(6.9) u is an involution. 
Proof. u2 E M, and u normalizes J. J normalizes M, so [u2, J] _C J n ICI = 
{I}, so u2 centralizes J. But C,(l) C 2 . since KC J, and C,(K) --= Z. Also I 
is regular on Z# so C,(I) = (I}, so C,,(J) == {l), so U2 = 1. 
(6.10) Let A be an elementary abelian subgroup of S of order q or q” 
which is normalized by K. If  1 A 1 = q, then A = Si for some i E -4 . I f  
1 ,q / = q2 then A -= Si , i E .G$ , or A = SiSj , i, j E J$ . 
Proof. Let A be an elementary abelian subgroup of S of order q or q2, 
which is normalized by K. Let a = JJ”,“xi(ai) E A, n # 1. We wish to show 
that there is s,,(a) G A, oc # 0, m E .d. From Table III, since q > 2, one can 
see that, ifs, t E & and s > t, there is a k E K which commutes with S, and 
has no fixed points in S,s, unless (s, t) E B, where B = {(23,4), (22,7), (21,4), 
(21, lo), (20, 12), (20, 9), (19, 13), (18, 15), (18, 31, (17, 1% (15, 3), (12, 9)). 
Let i be the smallest subscript in the product xr(o~i) ... xpq(+J = a for 
which 01~ # 0. If  a # ~~(a,), then we can let j be the next largest subscript 
such that No f  0. I f  (j, i) $ B, there is k E K such that $k( j) = 1 and 
I&(Z) f  1. Let uPa = a, and write ai as a product or ... x&&J. If  (j, i) 4 B 
i is the smallest subscript in a, for which pi # 0, and for every other subscript 
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h such that ,& # 0, 12 > j. Suppose a, # a#$). Let j2 be the smallest sub- 
script in a, for which j, > i and &, # 0. (If ( j, i) E B, use j for i.) I f  ( jz , i) $ B 
there is K E Ksuch that #ii( j,) = 1 and &(i) # 1. Let a2 = altar and write a2 
as a product xr(yr) ... x2,(yz4). I f  (j, i) $ B and (j, , i) # B, then i is the smallest 
subscript in a2 for which yi # 0, and for every other subscript Jr for which 
yh #O, h >j,. I f  (j,i)eB and (j,,j)$B, we have yi $0, yj #O, 
y,=Ofori<h<j,andforeveryh>jsuchthaty,fO,h>j,.If 
(j, i) E B and (j, , j) E B, then yi # 0, yj # 0, y?, = 0 and ytl = 0 for 
i<lz<j and j<h<j,. I f  u2 -# q(yJ, we may repeat this process 
(using i, j, or ja respectively in the three cases of aa) until we have a, E A, 
a, f  1, where either a, = xi(~), a: # 0, or a, = xi(a) x&3) for (j, i) 5 B, 
or a, = --da) xj(P> 4~) for (i,j, h) 6 ((3, 15, 181, (9, 12,20)). 
Suppose a, = 44 G(P) G(Y), or 44 x12(iB) x20(~). Since ,4 is 
elementary abelian, we must have an2 =- 1. Using Table II, we see that 
a, 2 = x1,(@) xz4(S), or x&c$) x&S), (where 6 depends on a, ,l3, y), so we 
must have c$ =: 0, so 01 = 0 or ,8 = 0. Thus, in fact, a, = xi(~) q(y) for 
(j, i) E B. 
Suppose a, = xi(a) x&3) for (j, i) E B. If  (j, i) E ((23, 4), (22, 7), (19, 13), 
(17, 16)), then an2 = X&C+), so one of a, /3 is 0, and a, = x7,,(~). I f  
(j, i) E (( 12, 9), (15, 3)}, then an2 = xJS) x~~(cY/~) and again one of 01, /3 is 0, 
so a, = xv,(~). I f  (j, i) E ((21, 14), (20, 9), (18, 3)}, then there is K E K (see 
Table III) such that t&(i) = 1 and z,6,( j) f  1, and unLafl -= x,(S). I f  
(j, i) E ((18, 15), (20, 12), (21, lo)}, then Table II shows an2 = xz4(ap + ,&), 
so we must have CX~ + ,& = 0. If  cy # 0, this implies that p2-l = PC’ so 
pa+ E ro’f, and (PC’) ac = ,6. Let S = ,&-r, S E r,,#. Pick y  E r# of order 
$ - 1, then there is It! E K such that &(i) = 7 and r/~~(j) = y-l, so unL = 
xi(q) xj(scxy-l). s ince A is elementary abelian, ana,” = unKa, . Now 
ananli = xi(fx + LUY) X&%Y + Sayl) ~,,(~$a: + Ey SCX) and a kan = 
xi(a! + CX~) xi(Scl + Soiy-l) x,,(Soly~~& + S$-la), and since S = 8, w: must 
have &S(~ + y) = cGS(r-’ + y-l), so 7 + y  = 7-r + y-l. But for any 
YEl-7 Y + YQ = y-l + y-9 implies y(1 + y-l) = y-g( 1 + yg-l) which 
implies (1 + Y@)(Y + y-Q) = 0, and since y  # 0, y*-l = 1 or y-(Q+l) == 1, 
so 1 y  I is not q2 - 1. Since we picked y  such that 1 y  1 = q2 - 1, we must 
have anank # an%,, . Hence one of 01, ,!I is 0, and a, = xm(ol). 
So U, = xm(~). Suppose A has order q, and m # 24. Since K is transitive 
on S, and normalizes A, S, _C A, so we must have m E dl and A = S,, . 
I f  1 A 1 = q and m = 24, then A must be S,, , since otherwise we could 
find b = JJyq(aJ E A and p roceeding as above, get SW, CA for m # 24, 
SO that a $ A. If  A has order q2, then either m ~&a , in which case S,,, C A 
since K is transitive on S,, , SO&~ = A,orm~&~andS,CA,andthereis 
b E A, b = &ni xi(q), hence also S, C A for some n # m, so that A =: 
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We would like to show that I acts on S as Ha and u acts on M as wp . We 
will achieve this in several steps. 
(6.11) I normalizes each of the Sj , i E si’, so J also normalizes the Si . 
Proof. We know I C JC NG(S), so I normalizes Z == S,, . Also I nor- 
malizes T, so I normalizes Z(T) = S,, . Kow Z,(S) = S&&S,, and I 
normalizes Z,(S), so for every i E I, Si, is in Zs(S). By (6.10), since K nor- 
malizes Sa, , Sk, must be S,, . So I normalizes S,, . Then Z,(S) == Z,(S) S,, , 
and by (6.10), 5’: must be S,, , so I normalizes S,, . ZJS) = Z,(S) S&, , 
so also by (6. lo), I must normalize S,, and S,, , since 19 E .&i and 20 E &” . 
Similarly, I normalizes S,, and S,, since Z,(S) = Z,(S) S,,S,, . 
Kow [S,, , Sl,li == Si, = Sz4 [A’;, , S,,]. Si, must be one of the 
S, , j E &r , and S,, is the only Sj such that [Sj , S,,] = S,, , so I normalizes 
S,, . Z,(S) = S,,S,,S,,Z,(S), so as above I normalizes S,; and S,, . S,, is 
the unique Sj such that [S,, , S,,] -= S2., , so I normalizes S,, . Z,(S) = 
S,,S,,S,,Z,(S), so I normalizes S,,S,, . Now S’s, must be S,, or S,, . I f  
sq, = s,, , then Si, = S,, , and i has an orbit of length 2 in its action on 
the S, . But 1 I j is odd, so S;, = S,, , and I normalizes S,, and S&. S,, is 
the unique Sj , j E &, such that [S, , S,,] = S, , and no product S’S,, 
j, R E .&‘i has this property, so I normalizes S,, . Arguments similar to those 
above show that I also normalizes Si , i = 9, 8,... 1. 
(6.12) u permutes the Si , i # 4, as wq does. 
Proof. We know S& =~= S,, . (Z(M) = S,,S,,). nTow Z,(M) = Z(M) S,, . 
K L J, u normalizes J, and J normalizes each Si, so K normalizes each Siu. 
Thus, by (6.10), S& = S,, . Also Z,(M) = Z,(M) S,, so u normalizes S,, , 
and Z,(M) = S,,S,,Z,(M), so u normalizes S,, and S,, . 
Now S, is the unique Sj , j E c&$, such that [S, , S,,] = S,, , and no 
product SJ, , j, k E Cti1 , has this property, so SrU = S, . A similar argument 
shows u normalizes S, , S5 and S,, . Also [Srr , S,,]” = S& = S,, = 
[S,, , S,,], and the uniqueness of S,, and S,, show that Syr = Sr5. Then 
Z,(M) = S,,S,,S,J,(M), so S& = S,, . An argument similar to that of 
S,, and Sr5 shows that S;l, = S,, , S,U, = S, , SBU = S,, , SaU = S, and 
s,u = s,, . 
(6.13) If  Fz -= h,(olr) &(LYJ ha(cxa) E K, then kU acts like k--l on S,, k” 
centralizes S,, and acts on S,, by &x&or) ke” = ~~~(c1~01). Also, (ux4( 1))3 = 1. 
Proof. We know x4(l) is the unique element of S, such that (ux~( 1))3 E M. 
k”k = kk” since u normalizes J and J is abelian, so k”k commutes with U, 
and k”k normalizes S, . Thus ((~~(1))~“~)~ = (~(x*(l))~“~)~ E M, so by the 
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uniqueness of x,J l), x4( l)kU” = x4( 1). W e k now from (6.7) that K centralizes 
I, and we know us = 1, so K% centralizes I. So &K centralizes x4( l)i for all 
i E 1, and since I is transitive on S, , we get that k”K centralizes S, , so KU 
acts like h-1 on S, . Since K centralizes 2, Ku centralizes P = S,, . 
Now [x*(a), x23(1)] = x&a), so [x‘&qU, x23(1)~U] = x24(01)~i” = [x&-‘, 
X&l)]. .Q(a)l’.-’ = ~~(&~(4)01) and &(4) = 4,(4)-l = 01~) SO x~~(LY)~“” =z 
[%(~34! W)l = -%4(w)* 
Since R”K centralizes u and x*(l), (~~(1))” E C,,,(K%), for all k E K. Since 
q > 2, we can pick 01 E I’,# and /3 E r - r,, such that @ # 01, (/3/?)2 :f a: 
and (@,” # 01~. Then Table III shows, if k = h,(P) h&3) h3(a), that 
C,,(k=k) = (1). So (~x~(l))~ = 1. 
(6.14) The action of u on the elements of the Si, i # 4, is the same 
as that of wq. 
Proof. We know S& = S,, , so Q(oI)~’ = X&Z-(or)) where rr is a permuta- 
tion on r,, . Then for any k E K, k = hi(q) h,(aJ !~,(a,), 
x24(013) = k%,,(l) k-u 
= ukux,,( 1) uk-lu 
= ukx,,(r( 1)) k-94 
= ux23(0”34 1 b4 
= X24(7+(~34 ))), 
so ~(01~) = v(&(cx~v( 1))) = 01s+l) for any 01~ E r,#. Now (z+( 1))3 E M and 
s23 c wq, so x23(1) = (ux*(lN3 %3(1)(q(l))-3 = X23(773(1)) x24(4) + 
&(I)). Thus n(l) + n-r(l) = 0 so r( 1) = +( 1) and n3( 1) = ~(1) == 1. 
So 77(a3) = 0l, for all 01~ E r, . 
Now u normalizes S,, , so it permutes the ~ss(c~), 01 E rO#, and u2 = 1, so 
u must have some fixed point in S& , say xss(y)u = x,,(y). Then for every 
01 E r,, , h(4, xz2(r)lu = x2d~~Y = ~~(4 = [x3(4, ~&)I, and we must 
have x,(a)u = x3(a). Then [x,(d s&W = %(d)u = x23(ap) = [x3(a), 
~&3)] for all 01, /3 E r,, , so we must have xZp@)u = x.&3) for all /? E r,, . 
Also, u normalizes S,, , so there is some y  E P such that x2r(y)u = x2r(y) 
as above. For all (II E r, [xr,J~l), x,,(Y)]~ = xs4(01y + y&)u = xe3(+ + YG) = 
[x6(a), xal(y)] and we must have xrs(‘~y = ~~(01). As before, [x0(~), x,,(/3)] = 
[x&a), ~,,(/3)] so x2r(j3)u = +(/3) for all /3 E r. The desired action of u on the 
rest of M can be computed as above from the commutator relations. 
We now want to show that I acts on S as H4. Since I and H4 are cyclic, 
we will show: 
(6.15) If  B E r,# has order q - 1, there is a generator i E I which acts 
on S as h&3). 
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Proof. By (6.8), I is regular on S;, and since Zii I and S& 2 S,, , I 
is regular on S& So there is i E I such that qa( I)” ~-m ~~a(/? ‘). Also K is 
transitive on S,:, so if a: E To+, there is k E K such that xa8(01) = s&l)“‘. 
Then ?c&01)~ =- ~~~(1)~~ = - ~~~(1)~ mm x& -])I; x2&- ‘a). Also .?z2q(olji -= 
.Y2.Jo1)1’i == .~23(a)~-1” _ s&cx)2L : x24(pa). 
Since u inverts I, and j I ) is odd, if u E C,(S,), then xj(a)i == .r,(~l)“~ -= 
xj(a) i-‘n _: q(-q’, so 2” E C,(S,), so ic C,(Si). That is, i centralizes the 
same Sj that u does. The desired action of i on the rest of the 5’; follows from 
the commutator relations. 
So we SW that there is an isomorphism between the subgroup SH =~: 
XE(S) of &I(@) and the subgroup SJ z- N,;(S) of G. This isomorphism is 
identity on S and K, and takes h&3) to i, hence H4 = (h&3)) to I -= ;: 
1Ve will identify He with I. 
11Tc would now like to show that there is an isomorphism between the 
group (q , zu? , w3, u> and the subgroup W of E,l. For this we need to show 
that q , zeZ , z~‘a and u act on / as wr , z+ , wx and ZL’~ act on Jr, and we need 
to show- the relations in the group (wr , w, , zug , u>. Since / is faithful on S 
and acts on S as H does, to show the action of z+ , ~0~ , Us , and u on J, it is 
sufficient to show that or , wZ, wQ normalize J. (We know from (6.5) that u 
normalizes J.) 
(6.16) If  i = I, 2, 3, there is zi t 2 such that J”izl = J, 
Proof. Let D, = nySi, D, = &4i+2 Si, D, = nFi,, Si . Since J 
normalizes each Sj , j E ,PZ, J normalizes each Di , and J normalizes S. Also, 
K normalizes each Si , j E =d, so K normalizes each Di . S is a 2-Sylow sub- 
group of each Nc(DJ, and since mi normalizes Di but not Dj for j # i, 
S’“i is a 2-Sylow subgroup of Arc:(D,). We can see from the structure of C 
that Nc(Di) is generated by S, K and ZD~ . K normalizes S”i since ZL’~ nor- 
malizes K, so the 2-Sylow subgroups of IV,-(Di) arc S and Sl”~Z~tu) for n E r. 
Since xi(a)” = xi(~) for all R E K only if cy = 0, K normalizes Sza*z~(~) only 
if pi = 0. 1 permutes the 2-Sylow subgroups of N,(D,), and since K only 
normalizes S and Pi, J normalizes S and 9’~. So /“t C NG(S) n C,(K). 
Since N,(S) == JS and C,(K) =- S,, , ]2LIs C JSz4, so there is zi E S,, with 
Jwz zz J. 
(6.17) J is normalized by wr , q , wg . 
Proof. Let i == 1, 2, 3 and xi be as above. Ifj E C,(S,), thenj’l’f andj have 
the same action on Di (easily seen from Tables I and III), and Z, centralizes 
Di , so jL~'rzi also acts on Di as j. Since / is faithful on lli , p*z~ j, 
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so j E CJ(wizf). Thus C,(S,) 2 C,(ZU+Z~). Since (w~x~(I))~ = 1, z = (~~.q(l))~ 
for all x E S,, , so xi = (wizixi( 1))3. If  j E C,(SJ then j commutes with xi( 1) 
and j commutes with wizi , so j commutes with zi , SO zi E C,(C,(S,)). So 
zi E s,, n G(CJ(S,)). 
Now, we know 1 centralizes S, and S, , and Si4 n C,(I) = {I}, so 
S,, n C,(C,(S,)) = {I) for i = I, 2. Since J acts on S,, as H, it is easy to 
see that &, n C,(C,(S,)) = (1). Thus xi -= 1 for i = 1, 2, 3. 
(6.18) (w+)~ = (w~u)~ = (w3u)B = 1. 
Proof. We know that u acts on the Si , i # 4, as wq , and it is easy to see 
that (wr~)~ centralizes the Si , i f  1,4, (w+)~ centralizes the Si , i : f  2, 4, 
and (w~u)~ centralizes the Si, i # 3, 4, 7. Since each of these products 
centralizes S,, , they are in C, and by the structure of C, they must be in S. 
Since wi , wp , wa and u normalize J, each of these products normalizes J, 
and since iv,(J) = C,(J) = {I}, the result follows. 
(6.19) If  W* = (w,, w2, w3, u), then W* is isomorphic to W of E. 
The isomorphism is identity on WI = (z~i , w2 , ws) and takes wq to U. 
Proof. We know from (6.18) that the defining relations for W hold in W* 
with u in place of wq, so there is an obvious homomorphism 4: W+ W* 
which is onto. We know the generators of W* act on J as the generators of W 
act on H, so that if #(w) = 1, w must be identity on H, and since W is 
faithful on H, w = 1. So ker($) = 1. 
We will use the homomorphism of (6.19) to identify W* with W, and we 
will use wq for U. 
7. G ‘v E,l(q2) 
In this section, we show that G has a subgroup G,, ‘v E,l(q?) and then 
that in fact, G = GO. 
Since W* C G and we have identified W* with W, we have wi E G for all 
i E d, (as in (2.14)). Since SPi C C for all i E B = (1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 14}, 
we have SPi C G for i E B, and w&w, = SPi. We can define SPi = wiSiwi 
for i E .d - B, then x-$(cL) = wixi(a) wi for all i E d. 
(7.1) For any w E W”, for all i E &A?, wplSiw = SW(i) and in fact 
w-hi(a) w = ~,,,(~)(a,,), where 01~ = 01 or E (as in (2.16)). 
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Proof. Since If/* = (zcr , z~‘a , wg , wq), it will be sufficient to show 
zui.vi(a) wj = x,. .ci)(qJ forj = I, 2, 3, 4. We already know this to be true for 
i > 0 when i, j’# 4, and true for -i =: j == I, 2, 3. We have defined it to 
be true for &i : j I-= 4. So assume i < 0 and j ={ --i. Then 
since wj( - i) z -zuj(;) and w,w-iwj =~- “wj(-i) , (2.14). 
wjxi(a) wj 2 WjW._&(ol) WqJj 
= (wjw-pj) wjs~i(cx) Wj(WjW$uj) 
= U’,,.,(-i)X,,,(-i)(N0) %,(-i) 
= ~-q(i)~-w)(i)(%J w -x!,(i) 
= %0,(&d, 
(7.2) For i E { 1, 2, 3, 4}, w$‘~w, C S,Hi U SiHiwiSi . 
Proof. We know this is true for i -= 1, 2, 3, since & , HiI wi C C for 
i = 1, 2, 3, and it is true in C. (See (2.18)) Hence it is sufficient to show 
w,S,w, C S,H,w,S, v &H., . 
Recall that No(M) contains a normal subgroup L of odd index, such that 
L/M N SL(2, q). (See (6.2)). Ha = I C L, (6.3), and since 1 &?:L j is odd, 
w, , S, CL. So clearIy, (M, S, , wg , H,) c L, (S, , wq , Hdj CL - M, and 
w4S’,w, _C (S, , ul, , H4). Since (S, , w4 , H4) is isomorphic to a subgroup 
of L/M N S&(q), we know from the structure of SL,(g)(see (4.3)) that 
(4 > *a > H4) N S,H, v S,H4w4S, . Thus wqS4wq C SJl, u S,H,w,S, . 
(7.3) Let B* = S] = No(S), and let G,, be the subgroup of G gen- 
erated by B* and W*. Then G, = B”W*B*. 
Proof. We would like to show that for all b, 6’ E B*, w, w’ E W*, 
b’w’bw E B*W*B*, for then it is clear that G, = (B*, Wx) C B*W”B*, 
B* W*B* is a group, and B* W*B* C (B*, W*). Thus it is sufficient to show 
that w’bw E B* W*B*, and since w’ = IJy w, , aj E { 1,2, 3,4}, it is sufficient 
to show wu,bw E B*W*B* for all w E W, b ; B*, i E (1, 2, 3, 4). Since Wi , 
hence w, normalizes J, it is sufficient to show w,Sw E B*W*B* for all w E W, 
i = 1, 2, 3, 4, and since s = fl;Si and WJW = w<(nj+i Sj) ZOiWiSiW _C 
B*w$~w, it is enough to show wiS,w C B*W*B*. 
Let w E W, i E {1,2, 3,4}. I f  w(i) > 0, then Swci) _C S 2 B*. We know from 
(7.1) that S,“’ = S2c(i) , so 
w,S,w = wiwwSiw C wiwB* _C B” W”B*. 
I f  w(i) < 0, then w(-i) > 0, so Szu(-l) C SC B*. 
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We know from (7.1) that SyizL’ = Pi = S2L’(--i) , so 
w~S~W = w~S~W,W~W C_ B*w,W U B”WiSiWiW, by(7.2) 
C B*w,w u B*ww-xw,S,w,w 
C B*w,w u B*wS~~(-~) 
C B*W*B*. - 
(7.4) G,, N E:(q2) 
Proof. We know E 121 BWB and G, N B*W*B*, where B == SH III 
SJ = B* and W JZ W*, so we have an obvious map from E to G0 . We know 
the structure of S, J and W*, we know the action of Jon S, W* on J and W* 
on the Si (i = *I, 2,... 24), and we have the equations (w~x~(~))~ == I for 
i = 1, 2, 3, 4. We can see from [12, (10.2)] that the structure of G,, is com- 
pletely determined (let N = WH, nz :z 4, ti = wi , etc.), so this map must 
be a homomorphism. It is clearly onto, and since E is simple, it must be an 
isomorphism. 
Since G 0 ‘v E, we know G, has exactly 3 conjugacy classes of involutions, 
which may be represented by yr = x&l) .~&l), yz = xar(l), and z = x&l). 
We would like to show that G has exactly these 3 conjugacy classes. Since S is 
a 2-Sylow subgroup of G, it is sufficient to show that no two of or , ~3~ , ,z are 
conjugate in G. 
(7.5) If  PI = C,(yr) and Pz =: C,(ya), then PI is a 2-Sylow subgroup 
of C,(yr) and Pz is a 2-Sylow subgroup of C,(yz). 
Proof. Z(P,) = S,,T&, , Z,(P,) = Z(P,) S,, ad [PI , &(P,)] = S,, 
char PI . Similarly, Z(P,) = S,,T,, , Z,(P,) = Z(P,) S,, , and [Pz , Z2(Pz)] :- 
S,, char Pz . The result follows from (4.8). 
(7.6) G has exactly 3 conjugacy classes of involutions. 
Proof. GO has exactly 3 classes, represented by yr , yz , z. Since S C Ga 
and S is a 2-Sylow subgroup of G, G has no more than 3 classes. Since 
! C,(yr)i = qz7, 1 C,JyJl = q33, and 1 C,(z)] = q36, G has no fewer than 3 
classes. 
We would now like to show that G, contains the centralizer in G of each of 
its involutions. Since C,(z) C G, , it is clearly sufficient to show C,(y,) and 
C,(ya) are contained in G,, . 
(7.7) Let y  be an involution of G,, which is conjugate to an involution 
of 2. I f  x E G and y” E G, , then x E G, . I f  Q is any 2-subgroup of G and 
~EQ, thenQCG,,. 
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Pwof. Since ~1 is conjugate to z, there is g E G, such that My : 2~. Also 
J’“’ is conjugate to 2, so there is h E G,, such that y” =~: ,$. Then ,z’jsh-’ -T, 
so gxh-’ t c c G,, ) so x E G,, . I f  T is any 2-Sylow subgroup of G containing 
Q, then Z(T) normalizes Q n G, , so J’” E G,, for all N E Z( I‘), so Z(T) cl G, . 
Since 7’ is conjugate to S in G, Z(T) contains a conjugate of c, and Q nor- 
malizes Z(T), so Q L G,, . 
Reforc proving the next lemma, it is necessary to introduce some notation. 
Let C, CL(y2) n G, , and let 7’ =~: O,(C,). (See (3.1 I).) Then Z(T) : 
s s s Y s s. s 14 17' 19' 21k 22 23 24. Let z(T) S,,S,,S,,T,,S,,S,,S,, . One can com- 
pute that in fact, z?(T) -cy C, . Let T; = TJ S T S S T S S 3 4 6 7 9 10 13 16 ) 
so that I is a subgroup of C,(yz) ~: P, and Pz T x 7’. Let S = 
; I’, H, , ZI, , H, , w2 , w3 , w4\, so C’, T .,: S, and S = C,(q). One can 
compute that I’ has 4 conjugacy classes of involutions in X, which may be 
represented by z’~ z ~~(1) x,,(l), r, =- .q,,( I), zj3 = q&l) .vIF( 1) and z’~ = 
q6( 1). I f  wc let Fi denote C,(z~,)/O,(C,(v,)), then Fl N L(q), F2 cv B,(q) ‘v 
PSp,(q), F:, F L,(q), and F4 % L,(q) ‘t L,(q). 
(7.8) I;\-cry 2-subgroup of C,(v,) is in G, . 
Proof. Suppose not. Let W be a 2-Sylow subgroup of C’,(y,) such that 
I : W n G0 is maximal with respect to W $ G, . P2 is a 2-Sylow subgroup 
of C,,(y,), (7.5), and P2 C G, , so P, is a 2-Sylow subgroup of C,(yJ n G,, . 
Hence w:c may assume 1 C P, . By (7.7), since 6Y g G, , I n S,, {I). 
Let I- ~- ICC,(I), Y c C,(yJ. S,, C C,(I), since IC_ P, cl S, so IS,, C I’. 
Let Q be a 2-Sylow subgroup of I-such that I&, C Q, then Q C G, , by (7.7). 
By choosing an appropriate conjugate of I, we may assume Q C S, so 
Q 1C,(I). Let Q’ be any 2-Sylow subgroup of 1;. I -,:I I-, so I c Q’ n Q. 
I f  Q’ g GO, then Q’ n Q C W’n G,, for some 2-Sylow subgroup W’ of 
C,(y& so by the maximalit! of 1, Q’ n Q 1. 
Let Q,, be a 2-Sylow subgroup of I* sucfl that lZ(W) c Q, . ‘Then 
Z(?V) $! G,, , by. (7.7), since W g G,, , so Q0 g G, , so Q n O,, = I, as above. 
If  Q1 is any 2-Sylow subgroup of Y such that Q1 n Q -f I, let S, be a 2-Sylow 
subgroup of C, containing Q, , then Z C T -: O,(C,), so Z cl S,, , so 
2 C S, n J- -= Q1 . So IS,, C Q, It is clear, from [ll, (2.20)] that Y/I is a 
TI-group. As in [I 11, we see from [lo] that Y contains a cyclic subgroup R 
of odd order which normalizes Q and is transitive on the involutions of Q/I. 
Since R is odd, and R c‘ I7 ~: IC,(I), we must have R L C,(I). Since R 
normalizes Q, Q C G,, , and Z C Q, we must have R C Go, by (7.7). So R is a 
cyclic subgroup of odd order of CGO(yZ) C, , which centralizes 1. 
Xow R C C, , and z(T) (1 C, , so R normalizes g(T). Let F = 0 n 2?(T), 
then R normalizes F. By [.5, (5.2.3)], F := C,(R) x [F, R]. Clearly 
F n 15 C,(R). Since R is transitive on the involutions of Q/I, R does not 
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centralize any element of Q/I, so C,(R) C I. So C,(R) = F n 1. Let 
[F, R] = B, then R normalizes B, B n 1 = {I}, and B C C,(I). Since R 
normalizes F and 2 C F, all the involutions of Q/I are in FI/I, so in fact all 
the involutions of Q/1 are in BI/I. Since R normalizes B and B L z(T) is 
elementary abelian, R is transitive of B#, so 1 B# 1 divides j R i. 
Let Z denote Z(T). B c &, T,, c Z n I, and / Z 1 = q’, so I B ( :g q6. 
Suppose I B j = q6. Then B n S,,S,,S,, # {l}, so B contains involutions 
conjugate in G to a. (Every involution of S,2S,,S,, is conjugate to x.) Since R 
is transitive on Be, B must contains only involutions conjugate in G to a. 
So B r\ S22Sp3S24T21 C S,,S2aS,, . (Every involution of S,,S,,S,,T2, - 
S,,S,,S,4 is conjugate in G to y2 .) So B n S,,S,,S,,T,, =: S,,S~,S,, . But it 
is easy to see that no subgroup of Z of order q6 containing S,,S,,S,, contains 
only involutions conjugate to a. So we must have 1 B 1 < q6. Since ! B < q6 
and B x T,, = C2(I), we must have 2 g C,(I), so 1$ T. 
We know C, = T x X. Let 1 be the projection of 1 into S. Since I g T, 
1 + {I>. Let l? be the projection of R into X. Since T centralizes Z, R =/‘: {I ), 
and since R has odd order, a ‘v R. Let x be an involution in Z(I). x is an 
involution of V, so x is conjugate in S to one of z’r , z’~ , @a or 2’4 3 
and a C C,(x). I f  x is conjugate to ZJ~ or ~a, then C,(x)/O,(C,(x)) -L,(q), 
so ~&<q+l.SinceIB*/dividesIJI,wemusthavej~1--q-l. 
Notice that if 1 R / = q - 1, then 1 B 1 = q (since S,,T,, C B x Tzl), and 
then B _C S,,Tzl, so in fact R normalizes S,, . 
Suppose x is conjugate in X to ~1~. Since i? centralizes x, a is isomorphic 
to a cyclic subgroup of L,(q) x L,(q), so / R / <; (q + 1)2 < q3. Z(Cx(zjI)) : = 
S 16 Y and ] C,(S,,)i = q5. Let C = Cx(x), fc C. I C2(Z(C)); :-. q5, but 
I B 1 < q3, so I C2(I)I < q*, so ? c Z(z’). Let C = C/Z(C), i; =: fZ(C)/Z(C), 
R = wZ(z’)/Z(C) N R. Since r” $2(C), there is an involution J E r, and 2 
centralizes 7. C N I?~(TJ~)/S~~ , so R, hence R, is isomorphic to a cyclic 
subgroup of the centralizer in Cx(~4)/S16 of an involution of V/S,, It is not 
hard to compute the conjugacy classes of involutions of V/S,, in C,(r,)/S,, , 
and their centralizers, from which we see that 1 R / == q - 1. 
Suppose x is conjugate in X to ~a . Let C = Cx(x), f  C C;, and let C -~: 
C/Z(C), 1 and 4 as above. C ‘v Cx(u2)/Tlo. Now Cp(T,,) = C2(v4) := 
Sd’,,T,,S,,S,,S,, . Since x E I, BTz, C C,( x , and I C,(x)1 =z I C’P(Z*~)~ =: q6, ) 
so I B / < q5. I f  IC Z(C), then 1 C,(l)1 > j Cp(Z(z’))I = q6, so 1 B I > q5, so 
/ B I == q5, and B is conjugate to a subgroup Bg of S,,S,,T,,S,,S,,S,, . But 
then Bg n S,,S,3S,4 # (I}, so in fact Bg n S,,S,3S,4T,1 = S,,S,,S,, . It is 
easy to see that no subgroup of S 17 10 21 22 23 24 S T S S S of order q5, containing 
S,,S,,S,, contains only involutions conjugate to a. So r $ Z(C). Hence there 
is an involution 7 ~1, centralized by R. So i?, hence I?, is isomorphic to a 
cyclic subgroup of the centralizer in c,(~,)/Ti,, of an involution of T’/Tl,, , 
which implies as above, that / R I = q - 1. 
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So R is a cyclic subgroup of CGO(yn) of order q - 1 which centralizes I 
and normalizes Z. It is easy to see that in fact R is transitive on Z. We know 
Z n 1 L= 111, by (7.7), and in fact, that 1 contains no involution of G,, which 
is conjugate in G(, to a. Since R normalizes 2, we must have S,,S,, n Q = (1) 
and S,,S,, n Q {l}, because S,,S,, and &$‘,a contain only involutions 
conjugate in G,, to z. We will show- that the conditions on R imply 
0 n S,,S,, # [I}, which will complete the proof. 
Let W = i;r, , and write Y = chwz:“, where e’ t I’, /z E <Hz , H3 , Ha>, 
w E <ws ) w3 ) wq; ) and z.” E J -, as in (2.17). Since R normalizes Z, w E (We , ZL’~). 
Since R is transitive on Z, we can write h = h2(y) h,(a) h#) with a, /3, y  E J’, 
and /3 L- 1. itTrite T --= ITxi(cj), where i E {2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 13, 16) and 
q E T,, . Xotice that if r is conjugate in J’to some element z~,h,zu,v” of AT, then 
h -~-- h, and zc wr , by the action of I/ on S. 
In the rest of the proof, it will be necessary to refer to certain involutions 
of I;. For 01, /3, yJ’,)+, let: 
% = x2(01) x&q % == %(4 %(P) X10(Y) %1 = %d~) 
us := x4(a) u7 = %(4~10(/3) u 12 z %(d %3(P) 
u3 =: x4((Y) qo(P) us = %6(4 dB) u13 -= %a(4 %w 
u* .-z x6(a) x7(P) us = x,(a) 1114 = c44 
% %(4 %(P) %o = x7(a) %dP) u15 = .216(01). 
Zr , u, ,..., ulj are involutions of CT For any y  E X, if 3’ ~-: .Q(IY~) x~(u*) for 
some 01~ , oil E I’,*, we will say y  = u1 , and similarly for u, ,..., ulj . I f  y  is 
conjugate in J’ to x2(ti2) .Q(CQ) for some 01~) No ET’,,‘, we will say y  is con- 
jugate to u1 , and similarly for u2 ,..., ulj, . 
Now, we know S,, n Q = {l:, so there must be some element 
x = JJx,(q) l 1 such that 01~ + 0. Notice that, if u’ E \:w,), then since r 
centralizes s, we must have N = /P. 
Let <4, my 13, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13). I f  i E -4, , then one can compute that 
C,(q) C C,(Z). I f  there is T Al” such that y  is conjugate in J’ to some ui for 
i E A, , then we must have Y E C,Y(Z). S 0 no element of 1 is conjugate in J’ to 
ui, iEAl. 
Let -4, = {4, 5, 8, 15}, and notice that: 
C.r(u, ) = WG) W) hS)l 6 g To*1, WJ,T,o&,&,~ 
C,(u, ) == (V,(s) 443 hP)l~ E ro”>, T&J’&‘sT~oGW 
CA% ) = (%W4%, (h3(S) h&S)1 6 E To+), T T S S T S S ’ 2 6 7 9 10 13 16/ 
Cx(u,,) -2 (~2, ~4, K , f-h, J?. 
I f  there is J E 7 such that y  is conjugate in I- to ui , i E A, , then Y is conjugate 
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in V to an element of C,(q). By the structure of Cx(ui), we must have 
w E (w,>, but (Y # 8”. So no element of I” is conjugate in I/ to zli , i E A, . 
So if there is some element y  of r” conjugate in V to one of the ui , we must 
have i E (1, 2, 9, 14). Notice that: 
CX(Ul ) = <@B(S) h3P2) h4G9 s E ro+>, T2~4TlO~l3Sl6) 
c,du, ) = (w2 , 8 7 P3P) h4(S)l 6 E ro9, ~2~4~7~10~13~1,~ 
c,du, 1 = (w3wzw3 9 {h,(Y) h&E) h4(S)l Y2 = 6% 6, E E ro”>, 
SzAToW’,oG‘%o~ 
Cx(u14) = (w3w2w3, w3w4w3, T S T S S T S S 2 4 6 7 9 10 13 16 Y 
{h,(Y) h3(E) h4@)! y2 = Es-l, E, s Ero#D 
We wish to investigate the elements of I. We have x ~1, x = L’x~(oLJ, 
01~ # 0. Since S,, n Q = {l}, we can pick x such that a3 # 0 or a7 ~6 0. 
We will use the notation y  == L7x,(p,) to denote a general element of 1. We 
will first show that there is no element y  E 1 with fi3 # 0. 
Suppose there is some element y  ~1 with p3 # 0. Then we can pick x 
such that 01~ # 0 and 01~ # 0. We wish to determine a2 and 01~ . Suppose there 
is some? E r” with /3, # 0. If  there is y  E r” with ,62 + 0 and p3 # 0 and p4 == 0, 
then y2 is conjugate in F’ to u5 or u6 , so there is no such y. It is not hard to see 
that this implies we can pick x such that 0~~ , 01~) 01~ # 0. But then x4 = 
.q~(“3%4a22) = u14 . But we know no element of I is conjugate in V to uis , 
so in fact no element of 1 has B2 # 0. So a2 = 0. It is not hard to see that x2 
is conjugate in V to us or uio, which implies x2 is conjugate in L’ to ug . By 
the structure of Cr(u,), we must have w E (w3w2w3). Since 01~ # 0, and 
xr = x, we must have w = 1. So also 01 = p2, and y2 = p3. ?Jow suppose 
there is some y  E 1 with pg f  0. I f  there is y  E I” with /3s # 0 f  p4 and p3 == 0, 
then Y’ = 30(/34P6) x13(P4Pg) ~~~~~~~~~ + B7Pg). If  PO # 0, y2 is conjugate in 
V to ui2 or ui3 , and if p6 = 0, y2 is conjugate in V to ui4 . But r is not con- 
jugate in V to an element of Cr(u,,), so there is no such y. So we can pick x 
such that cy3, 0~~) 019 # 0. If  01~ = 0, x2 is conjugate in V to z4io, so ol, f  0. 
It is not hard to compute that xr has factors of ~a(/3~01~ + /32<22~3) and 
'r13u32%3 + P' c2a7 + p2q,a4) among others. 
x2 = x7(0/3a4) XlO(~4%) Xl3(~4%) %(~4%2 + a3% + ~7%), 
and (x’)’ has a factor of ~&3~(01~01~~ + 01~01~~ + a7ag) + p2~s%~4). These 
facts together imply, since x’ = x and (x”)~ = x2, that p2a4aG2 = 01~c~~a. This 
is a contraction, since j3 f  1 and 01~) o/G # 0. So no element y  of 4 
has &, # 0. 
Under the assumption that there is y  E f  with f13 # 0, we have so far shown 
thatw-l,oi=P2,y2=~3,andthereisnoyEI”with/92#Oor~gfO, 
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Since S,, n Q {I], there must be some element y  G r” such that ,Gr:r + 0. 
If  any y  E f  has & f  0 7: &a and p4 = 0, then y’ = q5 . From this we see 
that we can pick x such that 01:~ , ad, 01~~ # 0. Notice that .x’ has a factor 
x*13(P2%3 $- /3%+x4), so us + 0 and qa~~ ’ /3%s( 1 + /3’)-l, since .x.“ = 1 x and 
g f  1. Similarly, if y’ EI has f14 , /3ra 7: 0, then yr L-Z y  implies /‘&p-i =: 
/32Es(l + p’))‘. 
We would like to show that, under this assumption, f14 + 0 if and only if 
&a +- 0, for any y  E?: If  some ~1 has p4 =# 0, /3,, .-= 0, then ~1’ has a factor 
x&?%~/?~), and +y“ = y  implies cg = 0. If  some y  has &a 7’: 0, f14 mu: 0, then 
we know by above that pa = 0. If  /$ =i/ 0, y  is conjugate in 1. to up , u7 , 
or u8. So & ~~ 0. If  f17 = 0, y  is conjugate in V to urr , ura , u,, , ur4, 01 
ur:, , but we know Y is not conjugate in V to an element of C,(q) for i :m= 1 I, 12, 
13, 14, or 15. (Since y” 1 p”, r is not conjugate in V to an element of C,r(urJ.) 
So /3, # 0. Then y  is conjugate in P’ to zq, or u,,, . But if y  is conjugate to 
us , xzy is conjugate to q0 (because &a 74 0.) 
We have now shown that, under the assumption there is some y  with 
& # 0, we have, for all y  :- Dq@$) E ?; pa 2-z /3s = 0, p4 + 0 if and only 
if /3ra + 0, and /3,,&’ =:- P%s(l + fi2)-l, a non-zero constant. Let 
d q -= /3”q,( 1 -f- /3”))’ Z,,#. It is easy to see that this implies (xrs(o1) x%.(Ao1)i 01 E 
T,,+) C C,(I) C Q. Since S,,S,, n Q : {I), we conclude that, for every 
y  = 17x,(/3,) ET, p3 = 0. 
We saw above that we could pick x E 7 with cyq + 0 and ova + 0 or 01~ 7: 0. 
Since & =- 0 for all y  ~7, we must have x with 01~) 01~ # 0. Then 
If a,u7-+ pleas + 0, then x3 is conjugate in I; to urr , ura or ura , so a2u7 == OPINE . 
S uppose c+%, + 01~01~) which implies O(~OL~ + arg. Then x2 is conjugate 
in 17 to ur4 , so 7 is conjugate in V to an element of C,r(u,,), so 
w E (wawzwa). If  there is y  E r” with p2 + 0, then since w(2) = 2 (see (2.14)), 
yT has a factor of x2(p-rp2). So /3a = 0 for all y  ~7, so 01~ = 0, so 01s # 0. 
Since 01s # 0, u! 1, so 01 /3’ and y2 :: F. Since, for any y  E I, yT has a 
factor x#&), we must have & = 0 for all y  E?. Since xr has a factor 
x7@G7 + /3%.&, we must have l s f  0, ol;‘q == P3~a(P” + 1)-l, and &i/3, 
/33~3(p 4 1)-i for any 3’ E? with p4 , p7 # 0. 
We want to show that, under the assumption 01~%~ f  oiqols, we have 
,!5?, + 0 if and only if & -f 0, for every y  E?: If  any y  has p4 f  0, /$ := 0, 
then y’ has a factor x~(&$~), which implies cH :- 0, since y’ =- y. I f  any y  
has p7 + 0 and p4 = 0, then y” -m x&3&J = ur5 if fig # 0, and y  is con- 
jugate in TV to ug or urO if ps = 0. Since y’ p, r is not conjugate in T/to an 
element of C,(u,). So we have, for all 3% E ?, ,R4 # 0 if and only if p7 + 0, 
and &l,$ :- p3c3(,32 f  I)-’ - A, which is a constant in r,,f. Since this last 
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implies (as above) that {xaa(a) x&da)1 01 E r,,#} _C C,(I) c Q, we conclude 
that ‘Y~$ = olqolg . 
Now, since CIRCLE = cq~, and +‘%+ = 01*q,, x2 = 1. Suppose there is some 
y  E? with /3a # 0. If  there is any y  with pa # 0 # & and p4 = 0, then y” 
is conjugate in V to ui2 . Hence, if any y  has /3a # 0, we can pick x such that 
01~ , ti4 , q + 0. Then x is conjugate in V to ur so r is conjugate in V to an 
element of C,(q), so w = 1, 01 = /P and y  = /3. It is not hard to see, as 
above, that this implies S,.S,, n Q =# {l}. So pz = 0 for all y  ~1. If  any 
y  E I” has & 7: 0, we can find y  with /3, , /I6 # 0, then y2 is conjugate in V to 
uia or t1ia . I f  any y  l 1 has &, # 0, an argument similar to that above (for 
Pz # 0) shows S&3 n Q # (1). 
We have shown that for our element x = Xxi(q) ~1, 01~ , 01~ , o(~ , oig I= 0, 
and 01~ , q # 0. Thus x is conjugate in P- to ua or ua , from which we con- 
clude x is conjugate in V to u2 , so r is conjugate in V to an element of C,(u,). 
so w E l;w2>, and in. z= pa. Since xr has a factor x~(~-~/~~oL, + y-2/33~3a& and 
xT =: x, we must have y  # 0 and c3 + 0. If  there is any y  of with p4 ti 0, 
p, := 0, y’ has a factor ~~(y-afi~~~o1~) which implies c3 = 0 or y  = 0. If  there 
is any 3’ E 1 with fi? f  0, p4 = 0, then y  is conjugate in V to us, so r is 
conjugate in V to an element of C,(uJ. This implies w = 1. But then 
&(3) =-= 1 (see (2.1 l)), and since Y has odd order, we must have c3 := 0. 
So for any y  ~1, fi4 # 0 if and only if p7 # 0, and /3;‘& =: y-2/33~3(1 + 
y-‘/3”)-‘, a constant in r,+. Again, we get S,,S,, n Q f  (11. 
(7.9) C,(y2) C G, . I f  x E G and yaz E G,, , then x E G,, . 
Proof. z E CG(y2). For every x E C&y*), a” is in some 2-Sylow subgroup 
of Cc(y2), so zz E G,, (7.X), so x E G, by (7.7), so C,(y2) C G, . The rest 
follows as in (7.7). 
(7.10) C,(yd C G, . 
Proof. Let b E C,(yi). Let x ==: x4(l), then x is conjugate in G, to z, so 
C,(x) C G, . It is then easy to see that C,(x) n C,(y,) = Cc;,(x) n CGo(yl) is 
not isomorphic to C,(z) n C,(yJ = C,O(a) n C,8(yl), hence that x is 
not conjugate to z in C,(yi). Th en also xb is not conjugate to z in C,(yi). 
Thus by (4.1) there is an involution w E C,(yJ which commutes with both 
xb and z, such that wz is conjugate in C,(yr) to xb or a. w E C,(z) C G,, , so 
70~ E C, and since xb is conjugate to z in G, wz is conjugate to x in G, hence 
ZLZ is conjugate to z in G, , (7.7). 
Now every element of C which is conjugate to z in G, is conjugate in C to 
xz3(l), .q4(1) or x&01). Thus wz is conjugate in C to one of these, so w is 
conjugate in C to x,,(l) xz4( I), xr4( 1) x&l) or xzp( I + a), all of which are 
conjugate in G, to yr or z. Thus w is an element of G, which is conjugate 
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in G, to ~1~ or a, so C,(w) L GO , by (7.9) and (7.7). Then zu commutes with 
xb, so xb E C,(W) C G,, , so b E GO , by (7.7), since x is conjugate to u”. 
(7.11) G = GO. 
Proof. We have just seen that G, contains the centralizer (in G) of each of 
its involutions. Since G has 3 conjugacy classes of involutions, G,, cannot be 
strongly embedded, so it must contain all the involutions of G. Thus, for 
every g E G, .ZQ E G, which implies, by (7.7), that g E G,, , So G = GO . 
IVote odded in proof. The theorem is now knonn to be true for n = 1, as indicated 
in the introduction. It has been proved using [14], and independently by this author, 
using the methods of this paper. 
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